Qwik-Freezer™
Portable Pipe Freezing System

- Saves valuable time lost draining and refilling a system.
- Qwik-Freezer™ Systems allow operators to source their own liquid carbon dioxide (liquid CO₂), so no expensive refills or replacements of refrigerant.
- Avoids complete shutdown of systems and equipment (e.g. sprinkler or water supply system).
- Standard products to suit pipe and tube sizes from 3/8" to 8" (10 mm - 200 mm) diameter.
- Liquid CO₂ delivery system “Dry Ice” is notably colder than other refrigerants.
- Prevents waste of large amounts of water.
- Eliminates handling of wasted water.
- Safe and cost effective.
- Liquid CO₂ is inexpensive!
- Other “refrigeration” systems are more expensive.
- Long freeze length provides large plug size.
- No recalibration of Qwik-Freezer™ Products necessary.